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\textbf{ARTICLE INFO}

\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

Musical mnemonics have a long and diverse history of popular use. In addition, music processing in general is often considered spared by the neurodegenerative effects of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Research examining these two phenomena is limited, and no work to our knowledge has explored the effectiveness of musical mnemonics in AD. The present study sought to investigate the effect of music at encoding on the subsequent recognition of associated verbal information. Lyrics of unfamiliar children’s songs were presented bimodally at encoding, as visual stimuli accompanied by either a sung or a spoken recording. Patients with AD demonstrated better recognition accuracy for the sung lyrics than the spoken lyrics, while healthy older adults showed no significant difference between the two conditions. We propose two possible explanations for these findings: first, that the brain areas subserving music processing may be preferentially spared by AD, allowing a more holistic encoding that facilitates recognition, and second, that music heightens arousal in patients with AD, allowing better attention and improved memory.

Published by Elsevier Ltd.

\textbf{1. Introduction}

Alzheimer’s disease (AD), the most common form of dementia, is characterized by a general, progressive decline in cognitive function that typically presents first as impaired episodic memory. The onset and rate of this decline tends to vary across cognitive domains, and some functions may be preferentially spared in patients with AD. Many patients, families, and caregivers consider music – or the ability to play, remember, learn, or otherwise benefit from a song – one of these rare cases in which general skill and memory are preserved in spite of otherwise severe overall impairment. The subjective reports of preserved musical processing are not limited to procedural memory, and often include stories of music used as an effective mnemonic device. For example, the daughter of an AD patient known to the authors described successfully teaching her father current events by singing news stories to the tune of popular songs (personal communication, N.R.S.). Despite the widespread informal use of music as a memory enhancer in both patient and general populations, such anecdotal reports have not received adequate empirical investigation.

Research examining general musical memory in patients with AD is limited. Several case reports present patients with moderate to severe AD who demonstrate vast general cognitive impairment but who are able to learn and play novel songs (Crystal, Grober, & Masur, 1989; Fornazzari et al., 2006) or recognize, reproduce, and remember familiar songs (Cuddy & Duffin, 2005; Vanstone, Cuddy, Duffin, & Alexander, 2009). Others report impaired memory for music in patients with AD (Bartlett, Halpern, & Dowling, 1995; Halpern & O’Connor, 2000; Menard & Belleville, 2009; Quoniam et al., 2003). In a review of the literature on musical memory in AD, Baird and Samson (2009) suggest that perhaps procedural memory and priming effects for musical stimuli remain intact, whereas short-term and long-term episodic memory for melodic excerpts is impaired. In addition to these empirical findings, many anecdotal accounts describe moments of extreme lucidity in patients with severe AD, often expressed as an “awakening”, in response to autobiographically salient songs (e.g. Hayden, 2007). These accounts are supported by controlled group studies showing a benefit of listening to music on autobiographical memory recall (Foster & Valentine, 2001; Irish et al., 2006) and performance on tests of cognitive function (Thompson, Moulin, Hayre, & Jones, 2005).

One possible explanation for preserved musical processing in patients with AD is that the areas of the brain associated with music cognition are preferentially spared in AD (Limb, 2006; Thompson et al., 2003). Any latent benefit of musical mnemonics may thus become more apparent in patients with AD, for whom standard mnemonic methods are insufficient.

To our knowledge, no work has directly examined the memory-enhancing effects of music for associated information in patients with AD. Additionally, the literature on musical mnemonics in healthy populations presents an equivocal assessment of the role of music as a memory aid. Some studies show improved recall of...
text when studied as a sung song versus a spoken passage (Calvert & Tart, 1993; Rainey & Larsen, 2002; Wallace, 1994), while others show no advantage – or in some cases, a disadvantage – of music on text recall (e.g. Racette & Peretz, 2007). Nevertheless, there is evidence suggesting a strong benefit of music, including as a mnemonic device, in a variety of clinical settings (see Hurt-Thaut, 2009 for review). The mechanisms underlying successful musical mnemonics are not well understood, but may relate generally to a shared cognitive architecture for both music and linguistic processing (Patel, 2003).

With these previous studies in mind, we set out to determine whether music can enhance new learning of information in patients with Alzheimer’s disease. In our experimental design, we sought to maximize the benefit of music by testing memory for the lyrics of children’s songs with repetitive melodies. Along with the printed lyrics on a computer screen, patients with AD and healthy controls were presented with either the words spoken, or the lyrics sung with full musical accompaniment. We hypothesized that, for both patients with AD and healthy older adults, song lyrics studied with a sung recording would be better remembered than lyrics studied with a spoken recording. We further hypothesized that the relative benefit of the sung compared to the spoken condition would be greater in the patient group than in the control group.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Thirteen patients with a clinical diagnosis of probable AD and 14 healthy older adults were recruited for this study. Patients with probable AD met the criteria set forth by the National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke-Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders Association (NINCDS-ADRDA; McKhann et al., 1984) and healthy older adults were defined as demonstrating no cognitive impairment on a standard battery of neuropsychological tests (Table 1) and having no first-degree relatives with a history of AD or other neurodegenerative disorders or dementias. Participants with AD were recruited from the clinical populations of the Boston University Alzheimer’s Disease Center, also in Boston, MA, and the Memory Diagnostic Clinic at the Bedford VA Hospital in Bedford, MA. Healthy controls were recruited from online and community postings in the Boston area, or were the spouses of the AD patients who participated in the study. Participants were excluded if they had a history of clinically significant depression, alcohol or drug use, cerebrovascular disease, traumatic brain injury, or if they had uncorrected vision or hearing problems.

Each participant completed a brief neuropsychological battery in a 45-min session either directly following the experimental session or on a different date. Table 1 presents demographic and neuropsychological data for the two groups of participants. Two control subjects were excluded because of overall impaired performance on these tests, and one patient was excluded because of a failure to understand the task instructions (Table 2).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OC</th>
<th>AD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>4M/8F</td>
<td>9M/3F*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>73.7 (5.5)</td>
<td>77.3 (7.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of education</td>
<td>16 (2.3)</td>
<td>14 (3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musical experience</td>
<td>4Y/8N</td>
<td>3Y/9N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE</td>
<td>30 (0.5)</td>
<td>24 (4.6)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERAD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>22.0 (3.7)</td>
<td>11.1 (3.6)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed</td>
<td>7.4 (2.0)</td>
<td>.75 (1.0)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td>9.8 (.45)</td>
<td>5.2 (3.3)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trails-B</td>
<td>84.6 (28.3)</td>
<td>237.8 (68.2)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAS</td>
<td>48.8 (10.5)</td>
<td>32.5 (14.7)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT</td>
<td>46 (11.0)</td>
<td>26.4 (12.7)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNT-15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No cue</td>
<td>14 (2)</td>
<td>11 (3.6)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic cue</td>
<td>0.1 (0.3)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phonemic cue</td>
<td>0.7 (1.5)</td>
<td>1.9 (1.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Standard deviations are presented in italics. OC, healthy older adults; MMSE, Mini Mental State Examination; CERAD, CERAD Word List Memory Test; Trails-B, Trail Making Test Part B; FAS and CAT, Verbal Fluency; BNT-15, 15-item Boston Naming Test. Musical experience was defined as having any formal instrument or voice training and was self-reported by the participant. Significant group differences are indicated by * (p < .05) and ** (p < .005).

2.2. Stimuli

Stimuli consisted of four-line excerpts of 80 children’s songs gathered from the KIDiddles online children’s music database (http://www.kididdles.com) and determined to be wholly unfamiliar by a pre-screening survey. Songs were selected to have simple, unrepeatable lyrics, repetitive melodies, and a perfect tail rhyme scheme for the four lines used.

A sung version and a spoken version of each of the 80 song excerpts were created with Apple’s Logic Pro 8 Version 8.0.2, Apple Inc.). A 17-year-old female pianist with extensive musical and voice training was recruited to sing and speak all song excerpts. Multi-track instrumental MIDI recordings for the songs were obtained with permission from KIDiddles, and the sung recordings of each track consisted of the sung vocal track accompanied by these instrumental tracks. Spoken excerpts were recorded with normal vocal inflection at the same speed as their corresponding sung excerpt.

The 80 songs were organized into four lists counterbalanced, in order of priority, for total words (M = 22.64, SD = 4.83), sung recording length (M = 26.45 s, SD = 7.0852), spoken recording length (M = 27.10 s, SD = 6.84), Flesch–Kincaid Grade Level, or the expected years of education necessary for text comprehension (M = 6.12, SD = 2.06), and Flesch Reading Ease, a related measure of text readability (M = 86.77, SD = 10.38). The presentation condition was counterbalanced across subject so that each song appeared an equal number of times in each condition.

2.3. Design and procedure

Participants were tested individually in a single session lasting approximately 30 min. Stimuli were presented on a Dell Inspiron 640 m laptop computer via E-Prime software, version 2.0 (Psychology Software Tools Inc., www.pstnet.com/eprime). During the study phase, participants were presented visually with the lyrics to 40 songs. The four-line lyrics were centered justified and displayed in their entirety for the duration of stimulus presentation. Twenty of the song lyrics were accompanied by their corresponding sung recording and 20 were accompanied by their spoken recording. Stimuli were presented at random with respect to condition. Each recording repeated two times, consecutively. Audio recordings were presented via over-ear ATH-M30 Professional headphones by Audio-Technica (http://www.audio-technica.com) and, in the absence of an objective measure of auditory acuity, participants were asked during an example study-test phase to adjust the volume to a comfortable and clearly audible level. The minimum selected headphone volume resulted in stimulus presentation at between 60 and 65 decibels (dB) and the maximum selected volume resulted in presentation at between 80 and 85 dB. Participants were informed that their memory for the lyrics would be tested, and were asked after each presentation to indicate whether or not they were previously familiar with the song they had just heard. During the test phase, the lyrics to all 80 songs were presented without any audio recording and participants were asked to make an “old or new?” recognition judgment.

Despite the pre-screening familiarity survey, some participants reported knowledge of certain songs during the study phase of the experiment. For controls, these songs were excluded from the data analyses. For patients with AD, the familiarity judgments appeared to be too inconsistent and frequent to indicate any real prior knowledge of the songs and were therefore disregarded in the main analyses.

Another set of analyses was conducted, however, which excluded all these songs deemed familiar to the AD patients. These secondary analyses showed a very similar pattern to those of the main analyses, suggesting that the familiarity judgments...
of the AD patients, real or false, did not affect the findings of this study. Additionally, one song was reported as familiar by 6 of the 12 healthy participants and was excluded from the data for all participants in both groups.

3. Results

Our main analyses of interest were to evaluate the difference in memory performance between the sung and spoken conditions for healthy older adults and patients with AD. We performed an ANOVA using the accuracy measure Pr (%hits–%false alarms; Snodgrass & Corwin, 1988). Because of group differences, gender was included as a between-subjects factor in the initial analysis. This analysis revealed no effects of or interactions with gender. The data were therefore re-analyzed without gender as a factor, and the results of this analysis are presented.

To evaluate accuracy (Pr), we performed a repeated measures ANOVA with the factors of Group (AD, healthy older adults) and Condition (sung, spoken). The ANOVA revealed main effects of Group [F(1,22) = 32.72, p < .001], as healthy older adults performed better on the recognition task than patients with AD, and Condition [F(1,22) = 5.68, p = .026], as Pr was better for the sung condition (.58) than for the spoken condition (.53) across groups. In addition to these main effects, the ANOVA revealed a Group by Condition interaction [F(1,22) = 15.62, p = .001]. To investigate the interaction, paired-sample t-tests were performed. These revealed that Pr was greater in the sung condition than in the spoken condition for AD patients [t(11) = 3.868, p = .003] but not for healthy older controls [t(11) = 1.325, p = .212] (see Fig. 1).

4. Discussion

The main goal of the present study was to determine the extent to which music can be used to enhance memory for associated verbal information in patients with AD and healthy older adults. The results confirmed our hypothesis that patients with AD performed better on a task of recognition memory for the lyrics of songs when those lyrics were accompanied at encoding by a sung recording than when they were accompanied by a spoken recording. However, contrary to our hypothesis, healthy older adults showed no such benefit of music.

These results suggest a fundamental difference in the encoding and retrieval processes for musical versus non-musical stimuli between patients with AD and healthy older adults. One possible explanation for the observed dissociation in benefit of song is that in patients, where general cortical and hippocampal atrophy impair standard episodic learning, musically-associated stimuli allow for a more diversified encoding. Music processing encompasses a complex neural network that recruits from all areas of the brain, including subcortical areas such as the basal ganglia, nucleus accumbens, ventral tegmental area, hypothalamus, and cerebellum (Grahn, 2009; Levitin & Tirovolas, 2009; Limb, 2006) and cortical areas such as the medial prefrontal cortex (Janata, 2009) and orbitofrontal cortex (Limb, 2006) that are affected at a slower rate in AD compared to the areas of the brain typically associated with memory (Thompson et al., 2003). Thus, stimuli accompanied by music and a sung recording may create a more robust association at encoding than do stimuli accompanied by only a spoken recording in patients with AD. Additionally, musical mnemonics have been shown to induce oscillatory synchrony in neural networks associated with verbal learning and memory (Thaut, Peterson, & McIntosh, 2005), and such synchronous neuronal firing may support this more composite encoding and retrieval process. Musical mnemonics provide an intricate neurophysiologic template for the mapping of verbal information in temporal and tonal space, and this template may be used during retrieval to aid in lyric recognition or recall. For healthy older adults with intact cortical memory circuits, it is possible that the relatively simple nature of the recognition task in the current paradigm does not produce a need to recruit from these areas of the brain not typically used for recognition memory, and so results in no difference between the sung and spoken conditions. In other words, there may be no need to rely on the holistic musical memory “backup” at the part of the performance scale where control subjects scored.

It is also possible that attentional deficits in patients with AD (see Perry & Hodges, 1999 for review), and the ability of music to moderate these deficits by heightening arousal (Thompson, Schellenberg, & Husain, 2001), account for the effect of condition in the patient group. Here the affective nature of the song stimuli in the present experiment deserves further consideration. The pleasant, upbeat quality of the children’s songs chosen might have enhanced concentration during sung stimuli presentation, resulting in more focused encoding and improved recognition. Again, for healthy older adults without any attentional deficits, the current study may not represent a situation in which the benefit of music as an attentional aid is necessary.

Future experiments can explore these two possibilities more thoroughly by manipulating task difficulty to eliminate general scaling effects and limiting available attentional resources in controls to normalize ability between groups. To examine the lingering effects of music-induced arousal on subsequent non-musical stimuli, follow-up work might additionally control for stimulus presentation order. It will also be important to better understand the specific qualities of an effective musical mnemonic. For example, does the benefit of song in patients remain if the lyrics are sung without any instrumental accompaniment?

Lastly, our findings offer many possible applications in the treatment of and care for patients with AD. The multimodal nature of the studied stimuli in the present paradigm and the unimodal design of the recognition test suggest that it may be possible to use musical mnemonics to teach novel information to patients with AD, and that this information may be retrieved across modalities. Future research can examine, for example, the possibility of presenting practical, every-day information to patients with AD in the form of song. Understanding the nature of musical processing and mem-
ory in patients with AD may allow the development of effective and comprehensive therapies for this increasingly prevalent disease.
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